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Paradise for pennies: 

Our tales of budget bliss
Historically, paradise on earth has cost the earth: Persian emperors constructed opulent private gardens (pairidaeza - from which the word ‘paradise’ originates), European

nobles built lavish Renaissance mansions deemed divine and, more recently, exclusive luxury resorts promise holidaymakers ‘a slice of paradise’. But does paradise have
to be synonymous with extravagance? We don’t think so. Here, a selection of Lonely Planet staff share their stories of earthly paradise found on the cheap, proving

serenity is found just as often in more humble surroundings.

For three weeks Guatemala had flooded my
senses with its rainbow-bright textiles, jam-
packed chicken buses and latino beats. But
Rio Dulce was different. As my water taxi left
the dock at Livingston, the hubbub gave way
to fresh air and birdsong. We drifted through
a mighty canyon, watching local men glide by
in canoes, and stark white herons, which in
turn observed us from lofty branches. Time
seemed to slow to match the flow of the river.

I soon reached my very own Central Amer-
ican Shangri-La in the form of a solar-pow-
ered jungle bungalow by the riverside. There
were no shops, no roads, no phone signal.
Days were spent spotting hummingbirds from
a hammock, devouring coconut cookies and
paddling to nearby hot springs. The highlight?
Kayaking to a local waterfall for a refreshing
dip, and having the place all to myself.

As two scruffy, pre-university backpack-
ers, my travel buddy and I had largely pri-
oritized seeking out Peru’s best nightlife
over uncovering a tranquil paradise. But as
we burst out of a bus (accompanied by
countless bags) at the tiny village of Hua-
cachina, it seemed we’d stumbled upon
something special.

Encircled by windswept sand dunes,
Huacachina is built around a miniature,
palm-fringed oasis, which glinted and

winked at us, reflecting our awestruck
faces as we stared into its depths. Word-
lessly, we kicked off our bedraggled flip-
flops, dropped our backpacks and
stretched out next to the water’s edge. Un-
surprisingly, Huacachina has not remained
as hidden and untouched by tourism as it
was back then, but for one day at least; it
was our own sun-soaked, sand-strewn
idyll.

Stumbling upon an
idyllic oasis in Peru

Slowing down time 
in Guatemala

I’ll admit it: a sloping English camping field
might not immediately evoke ‘paradise’. But
hear me out, because my happy place is a
Devon hamlet called East Prawle. We’d
driven for an hour through Devon’s tiny,
high-hedged lanes to find the campsite, and
it was worth it for the view alone: big, corn-
flower seas stretching out beyond the field.
We pitched up our tents, walked to the cliff
path and scrambled down the bank to swim
in a deserted sandy cove. 

Later, we wandered the few hundred me-
ters from our tent to the only pub for miles:
the Pig’s Nose, a scruffy and loveable 16th-
century inn. Nestled in a recessed snug, we
passed the evening in a happy reverie with
board games and ale, before lumbering back
to our canvas beds for the night. The best
part was saved for the morning: unzipping
the tent to that view - the very thing that
draws me back, summer after summer.

Finding surprise serenity 
in an English campsite


